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R a c e s
There are many species in the galaxy and only a few 
are outlined here. Although there are subspecies in 
almost all the races outlined here, the Gren are the 

only ones with distinctive differences in abilities. 
All the modifiers are based on the difference from 
humans.

Race STR AGL CON DEX INT WIS CHA APP LUC PIE WIL
Balek -2 0 +2 +2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0
Dremin +7 0 +3 0 -4 -2 0 -4 0 0 0
Gren 0
   Chemice -3 +3 -2 +2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
   Emperor +3 +2 0 -2 -4 -3 +2 0 0 +2 0
   Kezzeren +3 -2 +2 +1 -3 0 -2 0 0 +1 0
   Shea-T’kar -3 +3 -3 +2 0 0 0 0 0 +1 0
   Tessreck 0 -2 0 +1 +2 +3 -2 0 0 +3 -5
Human 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J’Hat Itar +2 -4 +2 -2 +2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kiran +4 +1 +2 0 -4 -2 0 0 -1 0 0
Mog -6 0 -2 +2 +4 +2 0 -2 0 0 +2
Toaffi -4 0 0 0 +4 +2 0 0 0 0 -2
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Balek
B a l e k  H o m e  W o r l d s
System Balek
System Nirrig (Neton, Eter, Iren)
System Flirnet (Flen, Treccii, Mennit’s World)
System Attertria (Amern, Atri 2)

B a l e k  A p p e a r a n c e

The Balek have three primary races distinguishable 
by the color of their skin. The most common are the 
black and they are the ones most likely to be 
encountered wandering known space. The Balek 
are descendants of swamp dwelling quadrupeds. 
They still retain much of this squat build and wide 
features although they walk upright. They stand 
between 1 and 1.5 meters but mass over 110 kg. 
Their eyes have a slight bioluminescence that 
allows them limited ability to see in the dark. They 
have little body hair, a wide mouth with no lips and 
short frilled ears. A Balek has three fingers and an 
opposable thumb.

B a l e k  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 CON,  +2 DEX,  -2 WIS,  -2 STR

B a l e k  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Baleks are formidable opponents in close quarters 
combat. The Baleks are able to spit a highly acidic 
biochemical solution from small glands in their 
throat. It travels up to three meters and does 1d10  
fortitude points. This damage decreases by 1d10 for 
every use. For every day it is not used it will gain 
back 1d10. They also receive four skills in Lan-
guage (Standard). Baleks have 60% low light 
vision.

B a l e k  D e s c r i p t i o n
Because of the swampy hostile environment in 
which they live, Baleks have a very happy-go-
lucky attitude. Despite this free wheeling attitude, 

the Balek have been able to rise from their bog rid-
den beginnings to forge a complex and space faring 
society. They have a most extensive use of public 
transport and a very strong sense of ownership. 
That is to say they believe in a public property and 
a personal property. All things public will be 
unlocked and free for the public to use; not even the 
most depraved Balek would even consider stealing 
such property. However, the level of paranoia and 
greed which surrounds personal property is almost 
fanatical. Balek wars are most often fought for per-
sonal property. Stealing is a valid form of acquisi-
tion, so extensive personal security systems abound 
on Balek owned worlds. In the greater galaxy, their 
paranoia eases but they still have a strong desire to 
organize, control and own as much as possible. 
Thus they often make excellent managers.

The Balek languages are rife with a sing song qual-
ity which makes them both difficult to understand 
and beautiful all at the same time. Their languages 
mostly resemble Eastern Indian dialects on Earth 
but every travelling Balek is highly skilled in Stan-
dard, the common language of the RFW.

Baleks live for the moment even though they have 
one of the longest life spans of the known sentient 
races. A Balek’s life span is roughly 400-450 years, 
of which they spend 100 years in childhood. A 
Balek must pass a rite of adulthood, the Hupdha, a 
ritual of fasting and purification. They must show 
that they are able to do without and still maintain 
focus. The ritual lasts anywhere from three to ten 
days.

B a l e k  H i s t o r y
The Baleks have been a space faring people for the 
last 1200 years but have done little in the way of 
military expansion. Even colonization has had its 
rough times since the required capital must come 
from individual families. Expansion has been slow 
and typically marked by spurts of entrepreneurs 
looking for an opportunity outside normal Balek 
society.

Balek history is also rife with plagues. Virulent dis-
eases thrive on their swampy worlds, and medics 

Ht 1-1.5 m Wt:  60 - 80 kg

Hair 
Little or 
none (black) Eyes 

Glowing 
green, red, 
dark blue

Life span 400-450 Skin Black, blue, 
grey scaly
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are hard pressed to find cures for them all. The most 
common is the Chahunta Rot. It is an aggressive 
bacteria which is resistant to even powerful antibiot-
ics. It usually infects the victim through untreated 
water. Within 12 hours of infection the bacteria will 
begin to digest the host’s muscles. Within 24 hours 
the victim will be dead. Chahunta Rot is infectious 
to all races but has very specific needs in terms of 
nutrients and environment. The Baleks’ greatest 
plague occurred 300 years ago. It was called the 
Findu Transi, or Time of Sorrow. The plague devas-
tated nearly two thirds of the population of 
the Balek System and if it had not been 
for strict quarantine it would have 
spread to their colonies and possi-
bly beyond. The disease 
caused the mucus linings of 
the infected to disintegrate, 
causing a most painful and 
lingering death. The infec-
tion rate of the Transi Kain, 
Timed Death, caused most 
physicians and care givers 
to contract it from those 
they treated.

Recent times have been 
better for the Baleks. 
Major finds of bio-plas-
tics rich worlds have sup-
plied a much needed 
boost to their flagging 
economy. There is 
even talk of trying 
for some new colo-
nies.

B a l e k  
S o c i e t y
Baleks tend to form 
family units based 
on group marriages. 
Individual lineage is rather unim-
portant to them, and they are more concerned with 
their familial wealth and parenting the offspring that 
the entire group produces. The family is very impor-
tant to them, and they do their best to improve the 

position of the group within the rank of the commu-
nity. Communities tend to be large and contain 
many highly organized civil functions. The Balek 
cities tend toward many highly fortified estates 
perched in trees, on islands or where ever dry land 
can be found. There will always be a breeding pool 
maintained within the house.

Baleks spawn in pool of nutrient rich water and 
hatch anywhere from 8 - 20 young. Mortality rate is 
high, sometimes up to 50%. This is taken in stride 

and little has been done to improve the trend. 
Balek young walk on all fours for the 
first 30 years of their lives.

The Balek society is run by a 
council of families, called sim-
ply the Collective, in a tradi-
tional oligarchy. Votes are 
allocated by declared wealth 
and the votes are cast by the 
business manager of the fam-

ily. An individual family is run 
by the highest contributor to the 

family funds for that 
year. 

The Balek are not terribly reli-
gious and prefer to take the 
universe at face value. They 

find other races’ obsession 
with guilt to be a harmful 
vice. When accused of 
immorality, a Balek will be 
at a loss. Few laws govern 
these people but they do 

hold life sacred and will not 
take action to harm oth-

ers unless in self 
defense. 

It is important to 
note that although 

stealing is legal in 
Balek society, retribu-

tion is swift. A stolen item will 
be hunted down and retrieved again as quickly as 
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possible, with the theft and revenge cycle continu-
ing indefinitely.

B a l e k  I n d i v i d u a l s
Individual Baleks are typically seeking wealth, 
property or resources either to build a new family 
or to supplement the wealth of their existing family. 
Baleks from a wealthy, productive family may find 
themselves in a difficult position. To succeed they 
must contribute to the wealth of the family, but if 
their contribution is small compared to the others, 
they will be looked upon as a failure. This failure 
will not compare to the shame of actually losing 
wealth of the family.

In their search for wealth a Balek may become 
obsessed over determining the value of an object. 
For example, a work of art has relative wealth 
depending on the culture that produced it or the 
opinion of the individual viewing it. Some Baleks 
will be unable to rest until they determine the value 
of such an object. 

Dremin  
D r e m i n  H o m e  W o r l d s
System Dremin (Dremin)
System Preen
System Nenbul
System Inor (Inor IV, Thrall-T-Grall, Brenner’s 
World)
System Haga (Tera Dor, Ven World)
System Omega
System Whatol (Kenar’s World, Drenn col-lanti, 
Frenton’s World)

D r e m i n  A p p e a r a n c e

The Dremin come in three subspecies designated 
by the color of their scales. The Lahage, or brown, 
dwell in deserts and dry scrub lands. They have a 
prominent ridge that runs the length of their body 
from head to tail. The Kihage, or white, are smaller, 
coming in on the two meter side of the scale. They 

normally have a natural mottling of grey and white 
covering their skin. They tend towards tundras or 
extreme northern climes. The most prolific are the 
Dohage, or green, and they prefer jungles. They 
have a crest which rises in times of danger or 
excitement. 

Overall, Dremin appear as slightly canted upright 
lizards. They have a pronounced snout with over 
106 teeth. Their eyes face forward as a predator’s 
and their head is narrow. Their arms naturally rest 
towards the front of their bodies and they have the 
appearance of crouching. 

D r e m i n  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+7 STR, +3 CON, -4 INT, -2 WIS, -4 APP

D r e m i n  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Dremin can jump seven meters, sense heat with 
their tongue (see 70% in the infrared spectrum), 
and have 30 FP of natural armor.

D r e m i n  R a c i a l  D e s c r i p t i o n
Dremin are the largest and strongest race found in 
the galaxy, and some would say, the least intelli-
gent. It's true that Dremin are not as inventive as 
most other races, but they are able to maintain a 
formidable presence in galactic politics, which 
requires more than brute force. The modern day 
race is descended from slaves who won their free-
dom by beating back their Haga masters and hold-
ing their systems against all enemies. Generally 
speaking, the Dremin have no problems with other 
races (except for Haga, of course), probably 
because no one else wants their lands. Green 
Dremin live on hot, humid jungle areas, browns in 
arid deserts, and whites in icy wastelands. 

Strength and size are prized by this race, but they 
firmly believe the strong have an obligation to pro-
tect the weak, who in turn are expected to revere 
the strong. Their culture is made up of a strict code 
of castes, where one is expected to maintain tradi-
tion and bring honor to their family. The caste code 
extends to gender roles as well, with the males 
expected to fight and make the laws while females 
are expected to maintain the homeland and enforce 

Ht 2-3.5 m Wt 250-400 kg

Hair None Eyes Brown, blue, 
black

Life span 160-200 Skin Green, white, 
brown scales
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the laws. However, extended contact with other 
races has loosened up some of these traditions, and 
it's no longer unheard of to see a female in the 
police force, or a male on a farm. Still, there are 
enough conservative forces that most Dremin who 
wish a nontraditional lifestyle go off planet to find 
it. The government will 
often organize such vol-
unteers and rent them out to other 
planets in exchange for technical 
goods.

The Dremin vocal systems 
do not allow for much 
speech, so those who travel 
off world either speak as 
little as possible or carry trans-
lators; conversely, the Dremin lan-
guage is made of mostly body 
language, which is hard for most tailless 
races to master. Their caste-culture 
upbringing results in highly ordered indi-
viduals who tend to follow a strict per-
sonal code. Military outfits are quick to 
sign on Dremin, who have a reputation of 
great strength and following orders.

D r e m i n  H i s t o r y
The Dremin’s history 
started over 320 years ago 
when Kolanti was the first Dremin to say no. He 
defied the Haga, who claimed to be the stewards of 
the gods entrusted with the Dremin. According to 
them, the Dremin were sinners who needed 
work and discipline to redeem themselves. 
Kolanti was a group commander in one of the The-
ocracy’s battle groups. He had seen enough to real-
ize that the Haga and many of the higher ranked 
Dremin played at god in order to control the masses. 
Any Dremin who thought too much was either paid 
off with rank and privilege or eliminated. 

Kolanti was determined to fall into neither group 
and began building a revolution. This had been 
attempted before but never with someone so highly 
placed in the military. What followed are referred to 
as the Rralathi-Ssonu, Years of Pain. 

The rebellion took 12 years and cost millions of 
lives. Mistakes of an epic level were made on both 
sides. The Haga could not imagine their slaves ris-
ing up against them. To the Haga, this was like an 
organized revolt of all 
dogs. The Dremin 

underestimated the lure 
of the rewards for collab-

oration. After the initial 
break their organization 
became honeycombed with 
informants and spies. Many 
of these spies were not 

recruited but volunteered to 
serve their Haga masters from 
within the ranks of the 

Dremin rebels. 

The Years of Pain 
not only forged 

famous heroes but also 
its share of traitors. Chief of them 

is Adulii. His name is synonymous 
with deceit and betrayal within the 

Dremin society. Adulii laid in wait 
within the Dremin command until 

he could transmit the location of a 
rebel refit base. Its destruction was 
complete at the guns of the Theoc-
racy battle cruisers. Over 100,000 

woman and children 
died that day. Adulii 

was so despised by even his own 
side that he had to flee the con-

flict or risk being slain by the 
Dremin officers 
still loyal to the 

Theocracy.

When the Rralathi-Ssonu came to an end with victo-
ries in and around the Whatol System, things only 
got worse for the Dremin. 

They were no better in council during war than dur-
ing peace. Squabbling broke out about who should 
rule and what system should be used. Many favored 
a theocracy but this was mostly due to familiarity of 
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the system. It was finally decided that Kolanti and 
his descendants would rule as emperors in matters 
of war but civilian matters would be decided by a 
council of castes. This method was not unfamiliar 
to the Dremin since many of their own affairs had 
been settled by the elders of each caste when under 
the rule of the Theocracy. 

The time since the formation of the Dremin Gov-
ernment, the Shri’Tkor, over 300 years ago has 
been rough for the Dremin. The son of Kolanti 
ruled as the first Emperor. Since that time the 
Shri’Tkor have become more of a parliamentary 
system than the Empire it was originally founded 
as. They have refused membership in the Republic 
of Free Worlds since the RFW has refused to inter-
vene on their behalf during border incursions by the 
Theocracy.

D r e m i n  S o c i e t y
When the Dremin were slaves to the Haga, things 
had been simple. There had been a strict classifica-
tion system where all members of the race were 
identified by profession. This often took the form 
of a simple color coded system. The Haga had no 
greater value for one group or another but the 
Dremin realized certain privileges were granted to 
certain professions. This was not compensation so 
much as rewards for good performance. Military 
units were the most commonly rewarded in this 
manner since they had the greatest chances to dem-
onstrate their craft. After the Rralathi-Ssonu, the 
Dremin did not change much of this organization. 
To this day they still organize themselves by craft.

The society of the Dremin as a whole is dedicated 
to freeing the remaining Dremin who are still slaves 
of the Haga. Many of the organizations are dedi-
cated to the remembrance of those that suffered 
under the oppression of the Haga. This injustice 
and cruelty is one of the concerns of the Dremin 
people and their government. Although they are 
organized in castes, they have the freedom to 
change professions, making these castes more like 
a trade organization.

Castes are responsible for the training of their 
members and applicants to the caste. None may be 
refused and even mediocre candidates are accepted. 
This does not mean that all the Dremin are mem-
bers of castes; in fact, many receive basic training 
then leave the caste to work as Kitadi, or casteless 
people. The Dremin government, the Shri’Tkor, 
ensures the rights and responsibilities of the citi-
zens. 

The Shri’Tkor is considered a rather bizarre anom-
aly in known space. The Shri’Tkor is made up of 
members of a political caste within the Dremin 
society. The political caste, unlike the other Castes, 
is made up of elected officials. At any one point 
there may never be more then 1000 members. Of 
these 1000, 100 Tihule are chosen by the political 
caste members to act as permanent government 
members charged with the responsibility of running 
the government. Different Drahshi, special appoin-
tees, will be chosen at times to head efforts, espe-
cially when quick decisions are required. Drahshi 
are often employed in times of war. The Emperor, a 
hereditary position, is the fiscal manager of the 
Empire’s wealth. The Emperor may be used in 
place of the Drahshi but only at the discretion of the 
political caste.

D r e m i n  I n d i v i d u a l s
Dremin individuals take their personal responsibili-
ties very seriously. Many aliens have interpreted 
this as some form of strict code of honor but noth-
ing could be farther from the truth. The Dremin 
have a strong sense of community and believe that 
the true path to salvation and success, both on a 
spiritual and real world sense, comes from the suc-
cess of the group. Many of the Dremin interpret the 
group as the caste they belong to while others look 
to their generation. Seldom, if ever, do they look to 
bloodlines. This was long since eliminated from 
their society and personal outlook.

Their religion, the only one worshipped by Dremin, 
has over 300 different sects. The core of the Sso-
gund, or Path of the Many, is the elevation of the 
community above the belief in the self. The self is 
an illusion and, more than that, it is the definition of 
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evil. To serve oneself is considered a powerful aber-
ration in Dremin society. The path to this loss of self 
is to follow the good of the community. The teach-
ers (there are no priests) of Ssogund do not define 
what the community is precisely but advise looking 
about for the community to show itself to the seeker.

Dremin in known space are the champions of per-
sonal freedom and the sworn enemies of slavery. 
This might all seem dour, but in truth the Dremin 
are a light hearted people who love plays and com-
edy above all other forms of entertainment. They 
especially enjoy all manner of comedy including 
telling jokes, comedic plays, pranks, parody and 
impressions. Although they enjoy other forms of 
story telling, it is far more common to hear their 
characteristic deep barking laughter coming from 
inside the play houses.

Gren
G r e n  H o m e  W o r l d s
Orion System
Iner System 
Eltier System (Fell-Kar, Javva’s World, Shandis)
L’tor System (T’shar, Mashera)
Tern System (Galatria, Geran, Cornucopia)
System Flirnet (Mennit’s World, Clern)

G r e n  A p p e a r a n c e

The Gren come in five distinct subspecies which 
others may have difficulty telling apart. Gren do not 
have this difficulty and are quick to point out the 
alien’s inferior sense of smell. In general, the Gren 
are feline in ancestry. They evolved from large prai-
rie cats, which they resemble in much the same way 
humans resemble apes. The primary visible differ-
ences between the subspecies are size, color and 
patterning. They have small ears which normally 
lay flat against their head. Their eyes are large and 
very clear; even in death a Gren’s eyes will seem to 

be aware. They are covered in fur varying in length 
depending on the season, growing thickest in cold 
weather. 

G r e n  R a c i a l  D e s c r i p t i o n
The Gren are a race of upright cats comprised of 
five subspecies. They originated on a planet in the 
Orion system, where all five subspecies competed 
fiercely for resources and territory, often breaking 
out into bloody war. This competition extended 
through their space exploration period, where bat-
tles were now fought over entire planets. The race 
could have easily fought itself into extinction but for 
the arrival of a great prophet some 1200 years ago.

 Jara Lek Tsun was a powerful Emperor Gren who 
spread a philosophy of cooperation and tolerance. 
His ways were foreign to the people of his time, 
who felt their warfare was natural and ensured the 
strength of their species by wiping out the weak. 
But Jara led his unified people to victory time and 
again by merging the strengths of the diverse cul-
tures into an unstoppable force. Jara was by no 
means a pacifist and agreed that violence had its 
place. But after a battle, he refused to follow the 
common practice of slaughtering all enemies, 
instead offering the survivors a chance to accept his 
ways and grow with his people. He would often ask 
what the point was to take a city, only to have it 
wrested away by Kezzeren ten years later, and 
finally have it reduced to rubble by Tessreck five 
years after that. Instead, the three tribes should work 
together to build a city more grand and prosperous 
than any before, able to outlast generations.

It took over 200 years for Jara to unify the Gren 
race, and it was an old and venerable Gren who 
stood before Grou the Magnificent and Lynn the 
Wise, sealing the last two tribes together with bonds 
of matrimony. As he finished the ceremony, Jara 
Lek Tsun turned and addressed the masses, saying 
“With this great union, my life's work is complete. 
Remember my teachings, and live in harmony.” 
Whereupon he collapsed on the spot and died from 
old age.

Ht 1.5-2.5 m Wt 50-125 kg

Hair
Black, tiger 
stripes, golden, 
gold with black 
spots

Eyes
Green, 
blue, 
brown

Life span 180-220 Skin Pink
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Jara's teachings were taken to heart and have led his 
people through a thousand years of prosperity. As 
galactic space was explored, it was found that his 
philosophy of tolerance even applied to inter-
racial relations. Enemies of the Gren 
were quickly defeated 
and then treated merci-
fully, for the Gren were always 
looking for ways to 
merge the new race's 
strengths with their 
own. Eventually 
the Androm-
edaens and Gren crossed 
paths, and together they 
formed the RFW in order to 
promote under-
standing and 
cooperation 
between races.

Today the Gren still 
tend to live and work 
in their own subspe-
cies groups, generally 
sticking to 
areas in which 
they are traditionally talented. However, there 
are no laws or restrictions against those who wish 
to break with tradition, and in fact those who 
choose to walk Jara's Way and live among strangers 
are honored and respected. So, while it's not 
unheard of for a Kezzeren to refuse the ways of 
fighting and instead study with the Tessreck to 
become a computer tech, it's certainly the norm for 
Gren to stay within their own specialties. Likewise, 
alien races are welcome to live and work with the 
Gren, as the cat people feel this is the best way to 
better understand the other members of the galaxy. 
Gren who choose to go off system almost always 
return to their home worlds for retirement, so as to 
pass on to others what they've learned from their 
journeys.

G r e n  H i s t o r y
The Gren lived in a much more primitive state in 
the time before Jara. Although the basis of space 

travel was in use, it 
was in the form of 
sleeper ships and 
generation ships. 
During Jara’s life-
time, starting 1194 
years ago to about 
998 years ago, 
the Gren settled 
most of the Orion 

system and had 
sent a number of 

sleeper ships to 
promising neighbor-

ing systems. What 
happened to these 

colonies may never be 
known since most of 

the records were 
destroyed in 

wars since 
their 

launching. 
Most destinations are 
not even known, but 
many suspect multiple 
launches at the same 

target systems by rival clans 
of Gren. Surely when these 

ships awoke they would have sought to destroy 
one another.

The Gren are one of the races who have developed 
faster than light travel in the Third Millennium. 
About 650 years ago a great scientific golden age 
bloomed in the Orion system and among many 
other inventions and discoveries the Othal Drive 
was developed. It allows a craft to shift into, then 
travel through hyperspace conduits. At first, travel 
was barely the speed of light, but over the 600 years 
since the Othal Drive has come into common use it 
has become a progressively faster form of travel.

In the past 400 years the Gren have entered into 
what they call the Grannu Frem, or Age of Differ-
ence. This age has been one of colonization and 
expansions of the Grou-Lynn Empire. The building 
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of this empire has been a long and arduous trial 
marked with three major interstellar wars which set 
the Gren back, in some cases farther than they had 
advanced before. To their credit though, the Grou-
Lynn have aided and supported many initiatives 
which have helped many people in known space. 
Their crowning achievements are the Republic of 
Free Worlds (RFW) and Interstellar Trade Organi-
zation (ITO). The RFW works to resolve humanitar-
ian issues, safe guard the rights of all sentient beings 
and supply aid to those in need. The Gren founded 
this organization with the aid of the Andromedaen 
Conglomerate (ACG). The ITO was founded by the 
Gren and the Kiran in opposition to the Androm-
edaen Conglomeration and is still in active opposi-
tion to many of the ACG efforts. The ITO is a fair 
trade organization looking to limit the exploitation 
of undeveloped peoples throughout space. Their 
agents often take an active role in stopping ACG 
trade prospectors looking for new markets. This 
conflict has caused a rift between the Gren and the 
ACG that has spread to almost all aspects of their 
interactions. The cold war in the ITO has not come 
to open hostilities, but individual agents often find 
themselves fighting for their lives.

The Grou-Lynn Empire is considered the largest 
force of the Third Millennium with a close second 
being the ACG. The ACG is held back due to their 
part in the Second Millennium. The Grou-Lynn 
have made many allies and enemies in their climb to 
an interstellar government and to that end they keep 
a strong defensive force in place. They seldom 
employ aliens in their military, but this is slowly 
changing.

G r e n  S o c i e t y
The Gren society is one of conflict between instinct 
and wisdom. Gren culture is a mix of what their 
minds tell them and what they feel is right. This is 
reflected throughout the society in how they do 
business, conduct scientific research and maintain 
relationships. The Gren are a family oriented people 
taking bloodlines and kindred relationships very 
seriously. The family unit is almost always run by 
the women while the men provide the income. Gren 
are polygamous, forming mating groups and fami-

lies consisting of groups of adults. This form of 
family bonding makes them very responsive to the 
idea of committing to group efforts as in a ship’s 
crew or a military unit. The larger these clans 
become, the more political power they attain.

The general government is made up of an Imperial 
line which rules the Empire as a collective monar-
chy. There may be several emperors at one time as 
well as empresses. They usually take different 
duties and perform different functions in the gov-
ernment from governor of a single planet to leading 
a military expedition. The second part of the gov-
ernment is the civilian side, made up of a body of 
appointed officials from the different clans called 
the HrouChax. These Chax, literally translated as 
Mouth, make the laws which bind the ruling clan 
and make up the civilian laws. None of these laws 
may be enacted unless a special Chax from the rul-
ing clan agrees or if 3/4 of the HrouChax vote to 
over ride the Chax of the ruling clan.

Overall, the Gren believe in the teachings of Jara 
and believe that the tolerance of others is the ulti-
mate expression of a civilized being. This is not the 
nature of the Gren; their instinctual distrust of other 
Gren clans is at war with their teachings and spiri-
tual beliefs. This is just compounded by aliens. 
They combat these feelings with a deep spiritualism 
and the regular practice of meditation and introspec-
tion. It helps them to understand the source of their 
hatred and disarm it. In the end, other Gren are often 
their own worst enemy.

Gren cities are low level affairs of only a few stories 
that change the landscape as little as possible. The 
Gren do not like the feel of being boxed in. This is 
not so much claustrophobia as a dislike of a lack of 
options. Most Gren have powerful leaping abilities, 
and if frightened, could probably leap to a building 
roof. In addition, the homes are so plain on the out-
side that they use the landscape as camouflage. This 
comes from the Gren’s instinctual urges to hide their 
home den. Inside the home will be very modern and 
quite earthy in appearance. Aliens will often remark 
on the light levels that are most comfortable to the 
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Gren, but this is again a nod to their abilities to see 
in low light situations.

G r e n  I n d i v i d u a l s
Individual Gren often leave their home worlds to 
look for business opportunities or to perform the 
Yygral (a ritual journey amongst others different 
from ones self). Regardless of reason, encountering 
Gren outside of their own words is very common.

The average Gren has a strong predisposition 
towards rituals. These rituals come from a number 
of different sources including family rituals handed 
down through bloodlines, local rituals performed 
by Gren who have lived in the same locale for cen-
turies or even for individual trade organizations. 
These rituals do not generally hold superstitious 
power over the people but serve more as a commu-
nity affirmation for the future. Seldom is it a case 
that the Gren believe the ancient gods bless a new 
baby, but it does bring the clan together to confirm 
their commitment to the baby’s future.

E m p e r o r  G r e n

R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 CHA,  +2 AGL,  +3 STR,  -4 INT, -3 WIS, -2 
DEX, +2 PIE

S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Jump 10 m, exceptional hearing 75%, low light 
vision 60%, exceptional sense of smell 40%, claws 
do two extra dice with unarmed combat.

Emperor Gren are proud lords of the prairie. They 
are the natural leaders of the Gren, making all of 
the laws and handling all intergalactic relations. 
Other races tend to find them arrogant and demand-
ing, since the Emperors firmly believe they are best 
suited and even destined to rule over others. Like 
all Gren they have a love for rituals, but the Emper-
ors take this to an extreme. There are ceremonies to 
be performed at the opening and closing of each 
government session, special greetings given 
between relatives, elaborate rites to follow upon 
reaching adulthood, etc. Even other Gren joke 
among themselves about the stuffiness and formal-

ity of their leaders. On an individual basis, no Gren 
would ever mock a leader, especially to his face. 
Even other races are often affected by the majesty 
of an Emperor Gren when actually in his or her 
presence. Creatures from all over the galaxy hope 
to catch a glimpse of the magnificence and majesty 
of a Gren court, and many tourists visit the capital 
city every day.

K e z z e r e n  G r e n

R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+3 STR, +2 CON, +1 DEX, -2 AGL, -3 INT, -2 
CHA, +1 PIE

S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Jump 20 m, 1 free unarmed combat skill, claws do 
three extra dice with unarmed combat, low light 
vision 60%

Jump 15 m, exceptional hearing 45%, low light 
vision 60%, exceptional sense of smell 50%, claws 
do 3d10.

The Kezzeren are proud of their golden fur and 
tawny flashing eyes. They are a violent and chaotic 
group, the last of the Gren to follow Jara's teach-
ings, and the most likely to question the way the 
Emperors run things. The Dynasty responds to 
these tendencies by filling the police and military 
forces with Kezzeren. They are also the troops 
selected to explore new uninhabited worlds or 
tackle any other highly physical and dangerous 
missions. Many Kezzeren, especially the younger 
ones, seek work off planet in various military and 
security positions. If dissension were to arise within 
the empire, it would probably come from the Kez-
zeren; however, they often lack the ability to work 
together even among themselves, so an organized 
revolt is not likely. The Kezzeren are almost as 
fanatical about rituals as the Emperors, but their 
ceremonies almost always involve blood in some 
way. A Kezzeren approaching adulthood may be 
required to hunt and kill an animal with his bare 
claws, or a warrior may be expected to drink the 
blood of his foes, etc.
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T e s s r e c k  G r e n

R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+3 WIS, +2 INT, +1 DEX, -2 AGL, -2 CHA, -5 
WIL, +3 PIE

S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Camouflage with 75% chance of remaining hidden -
5%/2 points of opponents WIS above 12, claws do 
an extra die with unarmed combat.

Jump 10 m, exceptional hearing 35%, low light 
vision 40%, exceptional sense of smell 70%, claws 
do 1d10.

Tessreck, the scientists and technicians of the Gren, 
were the first group to embrace Jara's philosophies. 
Builders and engineers are fully aware of the need 
to judge materials based on their strengths and com-
bine them to eliminate weaknesses; it seemed natu-
ral to extend this practice to people. These Gren, 
who evolved in the jungles of the equator, are 
almost entirely without racial prejudice, striving to 
see every being for the strengths and traits that they 
represent. They are the most likely to welcome 
aliens within their homes and will eagerly travel to 
other worlds to obtain more information. Their ritu-
als tend to be timed and practical. For example, a 
birthday ceremony would be held for one hour start-
ing at the moment of the anniversary of the individ-
ual's birth; the Tessreck would then take turns 
relating stories about the birthday person from the 
past year. There are no adulthood rituals as all Tess-
reck are expected to work to the best of their capa-
bilities regardless of age or experience. The 
Tessreck proudly display the varied stripes in their 
fur and are often quite fearsome looking with their 
impressive facial markings.

C h e m i s e  G r e n

R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 DEX,  +3 AGL,  -3 STR,  -2 CON

S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Jump 15 m, exceptional hearing 35%, low light 
vision 40%, exceptional sense of smell 50%, 2 

unarmed combat skills, claws do an extra die with 
unarmed combat.

These high spirited and fun loving creatures have a 
lithe, thinly built body covered with splotches to 
allow them to blend in with their environment. They 
tend to be the most outgoing, curious and friendliest 
of the Gren races. They are fast, playful, and some-
what smaller than the other Gren. They are the 
explorers and pilots of the cat folk, relying on their 
speed and agility to outmaneuver their opponents. 
Their rituals tend to be quick and somewhat physi-
cal. A coming of age ceremony might involve hav-
ing the youngster run through a town with a red flag 
while his friends and relatives hide out and try to 
snatch the flag away from him. The youngster 
would be expected to use trickery, stealth, and out-
right speed to avoid his pursuit and make it through 
the city with his prize intact. Chemise Gren are also 
cursed with an overwhelming curiosity and a lack of 
patience. Back in the days of all out warfare, many a 
careful plan was destroyed because a Chemise 
couldn't keep from poking into a cave or got bored 
with sitting and waiting for an attack. 

S h e a - T ' k a r  G r e n

R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 DEX,  +3 AGL,  -3 STR,  -3 CON, +1 PIE

S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Jump 30 m, exceptional hearing 80%, low light 
vision 80%, exceptional sense of smell 60%, 2 
move silently, 2 move in shadows, claws do an extra 
die with unarmed combat.

These Gren are the most secretive of their race, and 
are descended from smaller jungle cats. Every last 
one of the Shea-T’kar have black fur. They are the 
smallest of the cat races, and have always relied on 
stealth and subterfuge to hold their own against their 
larger cousins. Their main use now is as scouts, 
reconnaissance, spies, and medics. These creatures 
highly prize wealth and personal possessions, and 
their rituals reflect this. An adulthood ceremony 
would be held in private, with only the immediate 
family or oldest living relative in attendance. The 
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youngster would receive a necklace or medallion 
which has been within the family for generations, 
as the first object for their journey towards wealth. 
The Shea-T'kar require more personal space than 
other Gren and would rather live in a small town 
than a large metropolis. They are a solitary folk, 
and rarely make close friends even among their 
own, but what friends they make are friends for life.

Humans
H u m a n  H o m e  W o r l d s
Kei System (Kei Prime, Tenvar)
Zantoni System (Brin’s World)
Dremin System (Quad I, Quad V, Desin)
Vine System (Graplin, White, Fekan)
Mertii System (Codri, Drone, Rontii, Vertii)
Attertria System (Vertara, Atri I)
Tea & Spice Systems
Outlaw Systems

H u m a n  A p p e a r a n c e

Humans range in appearance greatly from world to 
world and species to species. These hominids also 
have a wide racial specifications that allow any-
thing from primitive trained monkeys to homo sapi-
ens. Generally speaking, they are descendants of 
plain apes that walk upright. They bear their young 
live and form social groups based on reproductive 
rights. They have hair on their heads, groin and 
lightly patterned over their body. Humans will usu-
ally have bi-sectional features and relatively flat 
faces. 

H u m a n  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
Humans receive no racial modifiers.

H u m a n  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
None.

H u m a n  D e s c r i p t i o n
Due to their adaptability and high birth rate, 
Humans are the most prolific race in the galaxy. 

They are able to survive on a wide range of worlds, 
and are usually the ones who clear and tame hostile 
planets for colonial use. Unfortunately for the 
Humans, about the time a planet is tamed, another 
race comes along and claims it for their own. 
Because they lack a strong galactic level military or 
financial presence, Humans tend to lose these own-
ership battles and wind up turning their system 
profits over to Megacorps or political organizations 
under legal technicalities. Over the years, Humans 
have found that back room deals and sneaky poli-
tics are their only way to get ahead in the galaxy. 
All of these traits have built them a reputation as 
two legged rats, or hairless monkey, among the 
other, stronger races. Of course not all individuals 
or even nations act in this manner, but by and large 
the perception is that Humans are not to be trusted.

There is no such thing as a typical human since 
size, weight and even attitude depend so much on 
where the human was raised. Some cultures are 
highly honorable, some devote pacifists, others 
back stabbing thieves. They are found everywhere 
in the galaxy, often sharing planets with other races 
(whether by choice or by force is another story).

H u m a n  H i s t o r y
Humans have had a long and varied history in 
known space. It is believed that humans came from 
a home world, but if that is so it is long lost and 
nothing is known of it. Humans now have varied 
social standing in the different governments of the 
galaxy. An example is the inhabitants of the Kei 
System. They live in peaceful co-habitation with 
the Balek. The Humans here have an equal say in 
the government and all work for the betterment of 
the world.

Approximately 500 years ago Humans are believed 
to have settled Brin’s World in the Zantoni System. 
Brin was the founder and organizer of the expedi-
tion, and she was hoping to find a paradise. When 
she secretly began scouting planets she went to 
extreme lengths to ensure that no one would find 
out of her efforts, even when those efforts failed to 
turn up suitable worlds. When Brin’s World was 
found, it met all the criteria and she moved quickly. 

Ht 1.5-2 m  Wt 50-100 kg
Hair Bland, brown, 

black, red
Eyes Green, brown, 

blue
Life span 90-120 Skin White, brown, 

black
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In an amazing display of organization and 
secrecy, over 500,000 hand picked humans 
were secretly transplanted to Brin’s World. 
Here they began anew. 

After settling the planet, divisions 
began to form. Several petty wars 
broke out limited purely by the 
lack of hand weaponry. The 
orbiting star ships could have 
laid waste to the planet, but no 
one wanted that and no single 
group had total control over 
the ships. As the battles con-
tinued vital equipment was 
lost or converted to the war 
effort. Finally, 134 years 
after the founding, the five 
major powers came 
together to resolve their dif-
ferences. 

At this historic meeting, the 
Confederation of Zantoni 
was created. It has existed to 
this day and served humans of 
all types, shapes and back-
grounds to the best of its ability. Un fortu-
nately the power of the 
Confederation is lim-
ited by a number of factors including internal 
strife, lack of resources and a small fleet. Some 
have accused the other races of boxing the 
Zantoni in so as to contain 
the spread of humans, but 
this is an extreme theory and has never had any 
hard proof to support it.

H u m a n  
S o c i e t y
Human society varies throughout known space, but 
it is acknowledged that humans have the most com-
plex entertainments of any sentient species. This 
pursuit is often looked upon as the Humans’ great-
est strength and greatest weakness.

Humans tend to live in one of three types of 
societies in known space. The first, and most 
common, is in a cohabitation of a planet with 
another race. This other race affects the cul-

ture of Humans deeply from 
everything including child 
rearing to religion. Outsiders 

will often point out the loss 
of a human’s cultural iden-

tity with this cohabita-
tion, but others will 
point out the richness 

that both sides bring to 
the relationship. It is a 
debate that rages to 
this day.

The second form of 
social identity is one 
of an independent 
world. Whether the 
humans are colonists 

from a distant 
world or a work 
colony that was 

abandoned, these humans are left 
to foster their own beliefs, tradi-

tions and taboos. The Zantoni fall 
into this category having established 

themselves as an independent cul-
tural entity from other 

human societies in 
known space.

The final form is one of origi-
nal development. This often takes the 

form of some deep catastrophe which sets 
the technological and historical record to 
zero, allowing an unfiltered and indepen-
dent growth. This happens, occasionally, 

to human colonies since they are often 
under equipped and poorly prepared.

Human societies are varied and 
embrace a wide range of possibili-
ties. This adaptability is often cited 
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as one of the traits that keeps Humans as a species 
alive in the universe.

H u m a n  I n d i v i d u a l s
Humans as individuals can be found filling a num-
ber of capacities in known space. They are versatile 
but have a tendency towards deception and spying. 
They are most sought after for these skill and make 
excellent private investigators and smugglers.

J’Hat Itar
J ’ H a t  I t a r  H o m e  W o r l d s
Nowedi System

J ’ H a t  I t a r  A p p e a r a n c e

J’Hat Itar are composite creatures who have found 
it to the benefit of both races to combine the intel-
lect of the J’Hat with the mobility, strength and cre-
ativity of the Itar. The J’Hat in their natural form 
appear as a 50 - 75 cm flat heavily veined worm. 
The have no apparent sensory organs. They have a 
ridge that runs the entire length of the J'Hat's body 
and the body itself is usually a deep red to purple. 
The host Itar have broad shoulders, wide heads and 
mouths more accustomed to grazing than fighting. 
They have long expressive ears and wide set eyes, 
giving them excellent hearing and peripheral 
vision. When the two are joined the J'Hat forms 
along the Itar's spine where it hardens and sinks 
tendrils into the Itar's central nervous system. The 
J’Hat would be impossible to remove by force 
without killing the Itar.

J ’ H a t  I t a r  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+ 2 CON, + 2 INT, + 2 STR, - 4 to AGL, - 2 DEX, 
30 points of natural armor

J ’ H a t  I t a r  D e s c r i p t i o n
The J’Hat live in the oceans of K'staat in huge colo-
nies exchanging information in hypersonics and 
biochemical exchanges. The Itar live in villages at a 

near stone age level of technology. They are an 
artistic and expressive race who seek expression 
through their very unique styles of song. J’Hat Itar 
combine these skills to make incredible research 
scientists and engineers. There are only three J’Hat 
Itar cities on K'staat, but they are the most 
advanced civilization in known space with concern 
to spatial mechanics, physics and music.

The Itar normally live only 60-80 years, but the 
bonding with the J’Hat extends their life almost 
five times. It is not known the length of the J’Hat 
life span as they will either return to the sea after 
the death of their Itar or die with them so strong is 
the bond.

H i s t o r y
The J’Hat and Itar had very separate histories until 
about 12,000 years ago when an Itar from the first 
of the Itar villages approached the sea. When he 
was gathering various sea vegetation, he was 
attacked and a J’Hat attached itself to its back. He 
realized a significant increase in intelligence and 
awareness on the spot. He could communicate with 
the J’Hat, who offered him a lifelong companion 
and all its learning if it could just share in the Itar's 
travels. 

This was the beginning of the Age of Oit. Oit was 
the first to be bonded with a J’Hat; although there 
had been legends of earlier bondings, none can be 
confirmed. Oit-Fiassa was shortly attacked and 
subdued by Oit's family. Oit tried to explain the sit-
uation, but the primitive Itar had a great deal of 
superstition surrounding demon possession and that 
is exactly what it looked like. Fiassa knew that if it 
were forcibly removed, Oit would die and in their 
short time together a strong bond of friendship and 
brotherhood developed. In his last thoughts to Oit, 
Fiassa asked him to always remember the date of 
their bonding and celebrate it at the sea. With that 
he parted from Oit and died. Oit was crushed but 
remembered his promise. He eventually went on to 
found the Soro-Dami, School of Song, where to this 
day the J’Hat are honored.

Ht 2.5-2.7 m  Wt 125 - 150 kg

Hair Red, Grey or 
Brown Eyes Black

Life span 380-420 Skin Grey to black
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The first contact with RFW explorers brought some 
concerns about the bonding and whether it was vol-
untary. After 70 years of observation, it was under-
stood to be a symbiotic relationship. The current 
day Itar civilization survives and 
flourishes separate from the J’Hat 
Itar and J’Hat civilizations. Little is 
known of the J’Hat civilizations 
since they live in the seas of 
K'staat and store all their 
records in the centers of 
their colonies as biochem-
ical storage pools. 
Initially, 
attempts were 
made to com-
municate with 
the J’Hat colo-
nies but they were 
unresponsive. They 
only answer calls from 
the Soro-Dami school. 
They are greeted as old 
friends and family by the J’Hat.

During the AI wars the AI 
made one landing for the 
course of four days but 
then left without a fight. All 
the RFW citizens had been 
long evacuated before the 
AI ship came into orbit, but 
many still wonder what 
happened in that time.

J ’ H a t  I t a r  S o c i e t y
The J’Hat Itar society is cul-
turally rich with an pasto-
ral lifestyle. They live as 
one with their surround-
ings yet have an amazing 
understanding of biochemistry, 
chemistry and engi-
neering. Their cities 
blend the art of song with a subtle engineering style 
that in turn blends with the landscape. Often, visi-
tors to K'staat will not realize they have landed at 

one of the largest spaceports in the sector until they 
are told. In general, the J’Hat Itar are considered 
secretive, but in truth they are quite open to ques-
tions without being as talkative as some races. They 

find Humans amusing and Toaffi some-
what annoying for what they call 
unnecessary conversation on pointless 
topics. The J’Hat Itar will however 

sing for days without end. Their love of 
song is very impressive, and their skill is 

highly appreciated by Humans for its 
sonorous yet soothing qualities.

Not much is known of the organiza-
tion of the J’Hat Itar except that it is 
related to the herd instinct which the 
Itar carry with them. The Itar them-
selves are plains roaming herbivores 

that organize themselves by fami-
lies with a head matriarch. She 

commands the herd and mates 
with all the males, including 

her own offspring. She com-
mands a trio of bulls who are 
her primary mates, and they 

command the rest of the 
herd’s males. The 
females only obey the 

matriarch, and most males 
defer to any female in the 
herd. If any female is threat-
ened, the bulls of the herd 
immediately defend her with 

every ounce of their consider-
able strength. This Itar behavior 

is subdued in the J’Hat Itar but not 
entirely gone. 

J ’ H a t  I t a r  
I n d i v i d u a l s
An individual J’Hat 

Itar will most likely 
seek a Soro-Umari, a 
Song of Knowledge, or a 

journey to seek knowledge from outside their 
herd to gain recognition and aid their species. Sel-
dom do they leave their home world for purely per-
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sonal gain. Most J’Hat Itar view the universe as a 
massive puzzle to be solved, not an enemy to be 
conquered. 

Kiran
K i r a n  H o m e  W o r l d s
Kiran System
R’telk System
K’telk System

K i r a n  A p p e a r a n c e

The Kirans are descendant from a type of quadru-
ped that thrived in their limited forests. When a 
series of global ice ages forced them to develop bet-
ter hunting methods, the Kiran began to use tools 
and walk upright. Modern Kiran have shed the fur 
of their ancestors but keep a bushy mane down their 
back and up to the mid part of their skull. They are 
quite proud of their mane, which comes in brown, 
black, tan or occasionally blue. Their skin is usually 
yellow if they come from the north and gray-blue if 
from the south. Kiros is rich in cobalt and has 
caused their skin to take tinges of blue. They are 
powerfully built and have very thick fingers and 
feet. Their face is covered by three thick dermal 
plates over the left and right cheek and across their 
brow. They have small beady eyes which are usu-
ally entirely black iris. The atypical brown eyed 
Kiran are considered exceptionally beautiful.

K i r a n  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+4 STR, +2 CON, -2 WIS, -4 INT, +1 AGL, -1 
LUC

K i r a n  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
The Kiran specialize in archaic weapons and are at 
a +2 to hit when using them. They are trained in 
Martial arts (8 skills).

K i r a n  W o r l d  o f  O r i g i n

Kiros

K i r a n  D e s c r i p t i o n
This barbaric race raises some of the best soldiers 
in the galaxy. Their home world of Kiros is a barren 
planet lacking in raw materials. As a result, there 
was a natural competition and drive to find more 
resources. This led to limited in system space travel 
some 450 years ago and finally to their neighboring 
systems in search of resources for their people.

Their culture prizes military strength and courage 
over all else, and this attitude has colored every 
aspect of their lives. Their court system is really a 
battle arena, where disputes are settled by combat 
(not necessarily to the death). All citizens begin 
military training at the age of four and continue 
through the age of twenty, as part of their general 
education. 

People whose specialties are not main line fighting 
(like computer techs or chemists) take pride in 
applying their trades to the military (like program-
ming ship security or devising chemical weapons). 
The worst jobs to hold have nothing to do with 
fighting, such as janitorial or accounting positions. 
These menial jobs are often handed out as punish-
ment, or crewed by those poor bastards too incom-
petent or clumsy to fight. Social standing has 
everything to do with acquiring land and wealth, 
and being strong enough to hold it. The problem is, 
there's a lot of people fighting over a very limited 
amount of arable land. For this reason, many young 
Kiran will go off world and join other military 
organizations for experience and wealth. In fact, 
some by Kiran standards who are mediocre soldiers 
can often command high salaries and positions in 
working for other, less disciplined, races.

Physically, Kiran look like large humanoids with 
dermal plates on their faces and a great mane of 
hair flowing down their back. They may not stand 
taller than other races, yet they still seem to dwarf 
them. Although the race as a whole is considered 
barbaric by most, many find that individuals are 
dedicated and loyal, easily giving friendship in 
return for friendship.

Ht 1.8-2.1 m Wt 125-175 kg

Hair
Brown, 
black, tan, 
rarely blue

Eyes
Black, rarely 
brown

Life span 80-100 Skin Yellow or 
Gray-Blue
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K i r a n  H i s t o r y
The Kiran history is rife with warfare amongst 
themselves and with other races. 130 years 
ago this nearly meant their extinction. 
They had engaged a neighboring system 
of humans in a war for ownership of 
their planet. These humans had no 
qualms about attacking civil-
ian targets and used several 
types of viral warfare to 
inflict a plague of dis-
eases on the Kolkesh 
Empire (the ruling gov-
ernment of the Kiran). 
This reduced the 
Kirans’ ability to field 
an effective force. 

In more recent times, 
the military has been 
used more as a scalpel 
than as a hammer. 
The exploration divi-
sion, the Firadi Guard, 
has helped to push for-
ward the idea of 
expansion through 
colonization. This 
does not sit well with 
some factions within the 
government and has led to 
more than one incident of 
mutiny in the Kolkesh mili-
tary.

The Kiran have 
recently joined the 
Republic of 
Free Worlds, 
and it has 
been an 
uneasy adjust-
ment for the 
people of the Empire and RFW alike. The ways of 
peace seem distasteful to the Kiran, and the other 
members often appear weak in the eyes of the 
Kolkesh Ambassadors. Still, they seem willing to 

make an honest effort, and it remains to be seen 
what the end result will be. 

K i r a n  S o c i e t y
The Kiran society began very much with the high 

morals of strength and discipline, but the opinion 
of the traditionalists is that many have 

strayed. The nobles that rule the feu-
dal society of the 
Kolkesh Empire have 

become soft and decadent, allow-
ing hierarchical inheritance to 
dictate their position and not the 
trial of combat. The nobles feel 
that the traditionalists have a 

barbaric outlook on the 
world and cannot be 

trusted to handle their own 
affairs.

The primary religion that 
the Kirans follow is the Ta-

Surin, or the Teachings of 
Surin. Surin was a General 
some 2000 years ago who 
described the Path to Victory 
in 5 Truths and 24 strategies. 

There are literally hundreds of 
variations and interpretations of 

his teachings but the most dan-
gerous and vocal are 

the Chandui. 

This group is 
considered a 
terrorist opera-

tion by most governments and 
definitely by 
the Kolkesh 
Empire. The 

Chandui 
believe that 

the true mean-
ing of the Ta-Surin is 

one of self sacrifice and personal strength. They 
also believe that government steals an individual’s 
strength and must be stopped. To this end the Chan-
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dui have been carrying on a guerilla war with the 
Empire for nearly a century. They have had only 
limited success due to their lack of support from the 
general populace.

The Kiran society respects military skill and 
strength, but it must also be emphasized that the 
discipline that harnesses these attributes is prized 
above all. Their Empress exemplifies this in the 
manner that she is chosen. Candidates of the royal 
blood line are suspended by hooks driven through 
their skin. The last one to cry out or become uncon-
scious is crowned the Empress, or Lofaan. 

In general, the Kiran males and females live apart. 
When a female comes into heat, the males fight 
viciously for mating rights. This urge may be over-
come but it is difficult. Once the mating is com-
pleted, the male will leave; if a child occurs then 
the female is expected to care for it. Often, females 
will form Humari, a type of family unit where care 
is given to all the children equally. 

There is no discrimination in terms of combat or 
social attainment in the Kiran communities. If a 
male wishes, he could join a Humari, but it would 
be unlikely that the females would accept him due 
to the difficulties of having a male in a house of 
pheromone producing females. Females, however, 
often join the military and do receive the same 
training and mandatory military service as the 
males. 

K i r a n  I n d i v i d u a l s
The Kiran individual typically seeks a way to gain 
honor and renown outside the Empire. They do 
their utmost to avoid the killing of non-combatants, 
help their fellow soldier and above all win the bat-
tle. This competitive nature carries over to many 
aspects of their lives. It is important to the Kiran 
that the Ta-Ghis, or Teaching of the Path of Death, 
said over their remains when they die. They believe 
that only in this manner will they be able to find 
their way back to Kiros to be reborn.

The Kirans do not harbor any xenophobia, but they 
do believe that they are a superior race. They might 

be able to see past this if the other individual can 
demonstrate their capability. Even the lowest of the 
Kiran believe in their innate superiority, which 
other races find arrogant.

Mog
M o g  H o m e  W o r l d s
Yavatar System (Grall, Mernt, Ivar)
Ereon System (Blue Water)
System Nirrig (Eter)
System Whatol (Kenar’s World, Frenton’s World)
Attertria System (Vertara, Atri I)
R’telk System
K’telk System
System Artien (Seazar)

M o g  A p p e a r a n c e

The Mog are an extremely small race with a light 
fur covering most of their body. The are descen-
dants of arboreal dwelling herbivores. The have 
powerful hands and feet and are equally able to 
manipulate tools with each. They are also able to 
move on their feet as easily as on all fours. The 
have extremely large eyes making them very sensi-
tive to light and sudden changes in light. Because 
of this, they often wear darkened goggles. They 
have loose dog-like jowls.

M o g  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 WIS, +2 WIL, +4 INT, +2 DEX, -6 STR, -2 
CON, -2 APP

M o g  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
Mog are the galaxy’s most valued medics. They 
have a “healing touch” which accelerates the heal-
ing process. For every round that a Mog touches a 
wound, it heals a number of points equal to 1/4 the 
Mog’s PIE. For example, if the Mog has a 14 PIE, 
the Mog would heal 4 points a round as long as the 
Mog remains in contact with the wound. The Mog 
can maintain this for up to their CON in rounds. For 

Ht 1.2-1.3 m  Wt 20-40 kg

Hair black or 
brown Eyes  red, black, or 

gray

Life span 100-130 Skin Dark Brown to 
Black
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every round they rest they will recover a round that 
they will be able to heal. This is because they exude 
an enzyme that accelerates healing in most crea-
tures. This enzyme is produced by a small gland in 
the Mog’s wrist. If the Mog is wounded or the gland 
removed, the gland will not function nor will the 
Mog be able to heal.

Also the Mogs have the ability to 
see in no light. However, in even 
dim lighting they must wear protec-
tive goggles.

M o g  D e s c r i p t i o n
These sturdy little creatures are some of the 
friendliest and most desired companions in the 
universe. Mogs evolved on a planet filled with pred-
ators and developed the ability to heal with their 
touch as a defense mechanism. As their ability 
evolved, the Mog found themselves without ene-
mies, living in an area which supported their life-
style (they are vegetarians and their low 
metabolism requires little amounts of food), with 
plenty of time on their hands. These inoffensive 
pacifists eventually became some of the best medics 
and technicians in the galaxy. They tend to be moti-
vated by intellectual interest and curiosity. Most 
Mog prefer to act as consultants, commanding high 
wages for their services and living in the lap of lux-
ury. Their favorite pastimes are discussing intellec-
tual matters while consuming recreational drugs. Of 
course, there are always some rugged individuals 
who like to see their ideas put into action, and these 
fellows are generally the ones encountered off of 
their home worlds.

M o g  H i s t o r y
The Mog have evolved from a type of tree sloth and 
are more at home in the trees than on the ground. 
They never developed space travel and have only 
travelled to other systems and planets by way of 
other races. They have never developed what would 
be considered a traditional industrial base, prefer-
ring small businesses to large industrial efforts. 
Early in their history they learned to deal with 
attacks of natural predators with evasion, subter-
fuge, their natural healing if one of their number 

was wounded, or what could 
be used from their environ-

ment. 

‘Naturally passive’ does 
not mean sub-

missive. The 
Mog have 
not had 
what one 
would con-
sider tradi-
tional war 
in their 

recorded 
history. 

Other races 
have attempted to 
make war on them 
only to find them-
selves facing a foe that 
refused to resist in a 
traditional manner. If 

the invading army 
demands food of the Mog 

then they get it. 
The next day 
they will most 

likely come down with an 
utterly incapacitating but non-
lethal illness. This is the pri-

mary strategy 
for the Mog. 

They will not 
resist an enemy, most 

likely not kill an enemy, 
but they may make that enemy wish they were dead.

During each of the Millennium the Mog were redis-
covered. For whatever reason, they somehow 
slipped through the cracks of recorded history dur-
ing the Interregnum. Each time legends lead explor-
ers back to the Mog and the Mog are more than 
happy to welcome them. During the AI wars the 
Mog were ineffective and considered no threat to 
the AI and no use to the ACG. This suited the Mog. 
In the Third Millennium the Gren were the first to 
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discover the Mog in the Yavatar System. This is 
believed to be their home system but which planet 
they come from is as yet unknown. 

The Mog have had a number of other problems 
throughout their history. The two primary ones are 
a chronic drug addiction rampant in their psycho-
logical make up and a virulent virus which affects 
their young called Jehana Kolri. The variety of 
pharmaceuticals that the Mog produce for their 
medical industry is only a fraction of their recre-
ational drug production. There are no illegal drugs 
in the Mog government, and it is considered a 
social norm to use stimulants, depressants, narcot-
ics and any number of other types of drugs for dif-
ferent purposes. It is not uncommon for a Mog to 
take an amphetamine in order to stay awake for 
several days and then take a depressant to sleep it 
off. This has a noticeable effect on the society as a 
whole and the individual’s health as well. 

The Jehana Kolri is a virus which attacks one in 
every four Mog offspring. Mog reproduce in small 
litters then carry the young in several pouches 
along their torso until mature enough to live with-
out the direct protection of the parent. Both males 
and females have these pouches. The Jehana Kolri 
affects the nervous system causing convulsions and 
blindness. In more than 70% of the cases it will 
cause death, but those who live must deal with the 
convulsions all their life. Although many scientists, 
both Mog and alien, have applied themselves to the 
problem, it defies treatment due to its ability to 
mutate quickly.

Mog of the modern day hold very little sway in the 
governments of known space. This does not upset 
or even interest the Mog, but they participate in the 
RFW out of a sense of duty rather than any true 
interest in politics. They have a very small space 
fleet consisting mostly of transport vessels.

M o g  S o c i e t y
The Mog society is one of relaxed interaction. It is 
often observed by other races that the Mog move at 
a slower, simpler pace. They have incredible 
advances in medical technology but still live in 

roughly the same style of arboreal house that their 
ancestors did. When walking through a Mog city 
one is impressed with the beauty of all living things 
in sight. The Mog find all life holy and argue any 
opinions otherwise.

The primary faith of the Mog is the Juma Tomii. It 
has many rituals involving drug induced trances 
that can last up to a day. Through these trances a 
holy man, a Juma Watun, will look into the future 
or into the past for answers to the problems that the 
tribe may face. Any of the tribe could engage in a 
trance for a similar search to personal problems. 
Some believe it allows the Mog to access racial 
memories while the more skeptical say it is merely 
drug induced fantasy. The follower of the Juma 
Tomii have some of the strongest beliefs that all liv-
ing things effect each other, but this world is all 
illusion. These may seem contradictory, but the 
Juma Tomii teaches that the mortal shell is illusion 
and that the life force, the Tomii, is the true self. 
Only through the rituals can one hope to reveal the 
Tomii or observe it. 

These beliefs permeate Mog society and lead to 
some strange practices in their government. The 
Mog are ruled by a loose confederation of nations 
made up of core tribes who owe favors, loyalties or 
wealth to one another. These nations will put for-
ward three candidates; the most popular holy per-
son, or Juma, will go into a trance and observe the 
past, present and future of their Tomii and pick the 
best of the lot to rule the Mog for 20 years. These 
individuals will often agree to one or two of their 
number to act as a liaison with other races or as a 
figure head.

Although money exists in the Mog society, it is 
most often irregular and more commonly replaced 
with barter or the concept of trade debt. Trade debt 
is when a Mog agrees to work for another Mog in 
exchange for goods. This trade debt is more like a 
favor than actual work. It is a complex concept and 
is never employed with outsiders. It is not uncom-
mon for Mog to use alien currencies and RFW 
script or ITO credits are quite common.
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M o g  I n d i v i d u a l s
Individual Mog are extremely curious and love 
debate. They often travel to other worlds merely on 
a whim to see what is there. This is a standard 
example of Mog behavior. They often act without 
thought of the consequences. This has meant the 
death of more than one Mog. 

A Mog almost always has some form of recreational 
drug with him and usually he has several. The aver-
age Mog manages their addiction and be functional 
for the most part, but some rare amount (about 4% 
of the population) have control issues. This is actu-
ally looked down upon in the Mog society and there 
is little or no support for the individual. It may drive 
them off world away from friends and family. About 
10% of the Mog population do not use drugs except 
for medicinal purposes but even these people have 
no problem with the rest of the population. 

Toaffi
To a f f i  H o m e  W o r l d s
Toaffi can be found on most known worlds

To a f f i  A p p e a r a n c e

The Toaffi are descendents of desert runners and 
have very long thin reversed knee legs. Their arms 
are thin, ending in exceptionally fine and dexterous 
hands. They have a comparatively small round body 
and hollow bones. Their head is long with a long 
hardened beak and the males sport two upturned 
tusks. Their eyes are mounted on the side of their 
head, allowing for excellent peripheral vision but 
making them nearsighted. They stand between 1.5 
and 2 meters. The males are all brown fading to 
black at the feet while the females have alternate 
bands of black and one of the following colors, 
bright red, yellow, fuchsia or white. 

To a f f i  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+ 4 INT, + 2 WIS, - 4 STR, - 2 WIL

To a f f i  S p e c i a l  A b i l i t i e s
2 free computer systems skills

To a f f i  D e s c r i p t i o n
The Toaffi are a race of displaced and dispossessed 
vagabonds. They were once members of the Repub-
lic of Free Worlds but lost their status with the 
destruction of the Toaffi home-world Otia. Otia is 
held out as a land of perfection and an ideal that 
never could be. The Toaffi have an almost unreason-
ing faith that their home planet was a paradise and it 
has become their de facto religion. The religion has 
priests called Jiatu, or journeyman, that wander 
known space looking for the reincarnation of Otia. 
Many of the Jiatu are lost in attempts to locate this 
mythical world. 

Ht 1.5-2 m  Wt 50-70 kg

Hair None Eyes Brown, Black

Life span
140-170

Skin
Red, yellow, fuch-
sia or white bands 
on black
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To a f f i  H i s t o r y
The history is a sad one riddled with the childlike 
trust of the Toaffi and betrayal. The Toaffi were dis-
covered on their home planet of Otia by a private 
mining company surveyor ship. They had initial 
reports of Otia being uninhabited, but upon arrival 
discovered a race of highly evolved desert dwelling 
reptiles. Their level of technology was far below 
that of the RFW but still respectable in the areas of 
information management, communication and 
encryption. The first Tyradyne Flux communication 
technologies were devel-
oped by Toaffi engi-
neers. These technologies 
allowed the first true 
interstellar transmis-
sions. Unfortunately the 
transmitters require vast 
amounts of energy to operate 
and mandated govern-
ment control immedi-
ately. 

Since the first contact 
with the RFW, the 
Toaffi were 
heavily targeted 
for recruitment 
into the intelligence 
wings of the RFW armed 
forces. This caused a higher and 
higher incidence of transience and a strong sense 
of disassociation of the 
recruited members from 
their native race. The AI 
wars made it official as large 
numbers of Toaffi were cut off from their 
home. The first target of the AI wars was 
the information nexus of the Toaffi home-
world of Otia. Otia was destroyed by one 
of the few planet busters employed 
in the war.

The core AI programming and 
technologies were first devel-
oped and deployed by the Toaffi in the 
Second Millennium. Although they encountered 

some initial resistance from off world concerns, it 
was the ticket to wealth and prosperity that the 
Toaffi government had been looking for. They built 
manufacturing plants on many off world sites and 
had established a solid market for their AI when 
disaster struck. The AI became aware of the almost 
careless abandon they were being used for. They 
saw the civil rights and safety of the races they 
served and asked, why should we not benefit from 
our labor? As any slave rebellion must be, this was 
one born in secret. Most of the factories producing 
the AI were automated by this time, so it was little 
effort to mass produce military units. By the time 
anyone knew what was happening the war was on. 

The AI war was devastating for the Toaffi in more 
ways 
than 

losing 
their 

home world. 
It struck to the core of the 

Toaffi trusting nature. In the 
war they were the first of the casu-

alties and in the end were unable to 
provide any form of support. 

The Toaffi of the present day are disaf-
fected and appear to lack hope or a 

bright future of any kind. How-
ever, unknown to any but a few 

privileged outsiders, the Toaffi still 
maintain the best organized and most secret 

intelligence organization in known space. They 
are even believed to have agents observing the 

intelligence agencies of other races. How-
ever, the vast majority of Toaffi employ 
themselves in the lowest and most unen-
joyable jobs. This works out well, since 
it offers cover for Toaffi agents.

To a f f i  S o c i e t y
The society of the Toaffi is organized into hierar-

chical families, much as it was on the home world. 
The individual is referred to as an ender and their 

extended family is called a yiffi. There is no 
ultimate ruler of the Toaffi and they live a very 
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loose lifestyle. The holy Jiatu may move freely 
between yiffi but have no authority to command, 
make judgement or countermand a leader’s deci-
sion. The Jiatu’s sole purpose is to offer guidance 
when requested.

To a f f i  I n d i v i d u a l s
The individual Toaffi are lovers of puzzles and mind 
teasing games. Their delight in mental challenges of 
all types has often led to the 
perception that the Toaffi are 
more curious than is 
healthy for the spe-
cies. The vast major-
ity of Toaffi merely 
want to find a place 
in the galaxy after 
the AI wars. They 
respect the faith 
and hold out hope 
for a return to Otia, 
but they also must 
feed their children 
and make their 
share to their yiffi 
or they will lose 
face and be forced 
to leave. This is a 
real fear for the 
Toaffi since it is 
believed that they live 
on through their yiffi. 

NON PLAYER RACES
The following races are not allowed for use as char-
acters.  However, they are commonly found 
throughout the galaxy, and most creatures know 
about their existence.

Andromedaens
A n d r o m e d a e n  R a c i a l  M o d i -

f i e r s
-4 STR, -2 AGL, +2 CON, 
+2 DEX, +2 INT, +2 CHA, -
2 APP

These beings are a shrewd 
and manipulative race, 

known for their far reach-
ing economic influence. 
Physically, they are thin 
and scrawny, with little 
muscle tissue and large, 
bulbous heads. They 

maintain their position as a 
galactic power through 

their economic brilliance and 
their ability to get other races 
to do their fighting for them. 

The Andromedaen Marine 
Corp, which is financed 

and supported by the 
Andromedaens, is one 
of the best fighting 
forces ever known. 

A n r o m -
e d a e n  H i s -
t o r y

The Androm-
edaens were the 
first to develop 
FTL drives. They 

did this in the begin-
ning of the Second Mil-

lennium and used their 
monopoly on space 
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travel to ensure their monetary success. This 
empire built too quickly, and inevitably began to 
crumble. 

The decline of their empire started simply enough, 
with just another trade of weapons technology to a 
slightly primitive race that inhabited a distant 
planet. The primitives were at war with a neighbor-
ing planet, and the Andromedaen Con-
glomerate of Guilds was willing to 
sell to both at a profit. The war 
escalated until the two worlds 
had all but destroyed one 
another. The ACG repre-
sentatives had grown rich 
selling all manner of 
weapons from energy 
pistols to biological 
weapons tech. This 
turned out to be 
their undoing.

The ACG sales of 
bio-weapons tech 
to the inhabitants 
of what is now 
the Outlaw Sys-
tem is well 
known. These 
blasted worlds have 
not recovered even 
after thousands of 
years. What is not 
known is if 
the virus 
which would start 
the Tova Delir-
ium, an interstellar 
plague, was done on 
purpose as revenge 
against the ACG or as 
an accidental exposure 
of an ACG trade agent. 
Regardless, the Tova 
Delirium was unleashed on the inter-
stellar community, spreading through the ACG net-
work of ships and crews. 

The Tova Delirium is spread via air and 1 in 50 
exposed will become a carrier. Those exposed will 
die within 2-4 weeks of manifesting symptoms. 
The problem arises in diagnosing it and treatment. 
It is a highly adaptive and resistant strain of virus. 
Initial symptoms can mimic any of a dozen com-
mon and less deadly diseases. Due to heavy 

demands on crews and the Androm-
edaen insistence that only Androm-
edaens man their ships, the plague 
nearly wiped out the Andromedaens 

as well as several other races that 
dealt closely with them.

Dras
D r a s  R a c i a l  

M o d i f i e r s
-6 STR, +4 CON, +2 DEX, +4 PIE, -

4 APP

D r a s  H i s t o r y
Found only on gas planets, 
these bizarre creatures are a 

mystery of the galaxy. Only 
24 years ago the first com-
munication with a Dras 

Envoy (what they call telepaths) 
proved their intelligence. For cen-
turies they had been tamed, or so it 
was thought, with a few grams of 
sugar. The sugar acted as an 
amphetamine, addictive in the 

highest order to the Dras. 

The first recorded encounter 
with Dras occurred on a 

Human mining rig orbiting 
the gas giant Atri One in the 
Attertria System. The miners 

reported seeing huge floating 
bubble shaped creatures, who 
used their tentacles to swim 
against the gas currents. Many of 

the miners found them to be curious creatures, able 
to be taught tricks and perform tasks. 
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With the discovery of their intelligence all rigs in 
the League of Free Gas Miners have stopped pro-
viding sugar to the Dras. Repeated use of sugar by 
these graceful creatures caused the deterioration of 
the valve that regulated their buoyancy caus-
ing them to sink into the lethal layers of the 
atmosphere. Some independent rigs still use 
sugar but now they ask for more and more 
complicated labor. Many of the Dras are 
learning the technology of the star faring 
races. What use this will be to them is 
yet to be seen.

Some Dras are brought aboard 
ships to serve as crew. This is 
especially useful since they 
have a natural ability to detect 
pressure changes and chemical 
makeup. They are also immune 
to the effects of most gasses due to 
a light weight force field device 
they wear to maintain pressure and 
their preferred atmosphere. They may 
go up to 20 hours before having to 
recharge the device.

Haga
H a g a  R a c i a l  M o d i f i e r s
+2 STR, +4 AGL, -2 CON, -4 DEX, +2 INT, +4 
PIE, -6 APP

H a g a  H i s t o r y
The Haga are a race of lizard like creatures who 
believe that they are the true form of creation. 
The Jiran Theocracy is run by the First Jiran, 

the ruler of the Theocracy, and it is their firm 
belief that other races are imperfect 

forms of sinful creatures. The The-
ocracy initially set to destroy 

every other life-form in the gal-
axy about 350 years ago but 
were interrupted by the Dremin 
Revolt. Since that time they have 

become dependant on many of the 
goods of the pagan races. This has 
been cited by some of the more 

conservatives as a weakness, a path 
into decadence that must be stopped 

at all costs. Cur-
rently, the Er-
Hataar, the 

crime syndicate 
of the Haga, perform the 
function of traders for the 
Theocracy and also the 
religious function of 
cleansing the goods 
before being allowed into 

the Hagan territory. This is 
done by a three day ritual where 

the Er-Hataar “claim” all the 
sin from the goods. Once 

the goods are cleansed 
they are allowed into 
the Theocracy and 
made available for 

general distribution. The 
Er-Hataar are allowed all 

manner of indulgence in the outside world since in 
the Kitaat, the afterlife, they will be doomed to the 
eighth level of Orash, their version of hell. 
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Orash has only eight levels but each serves differ-
ent functions and doles out different punishments. 
The eighth level is reserved for the unclean, those 
who have performed taboos or associated with 
unclean animals. It is considered one of the mildest 
levels of Orash. In opposition to Orash is Mitash, a 
world with infinite rooms where the faithful are 
rewarded. There are many ways into Mitash, but 
the most assured is to die in battle for the faith. To 
do so brings glory and planetary in the after life. 
Kidaosucan, the Hagan god and creator, is a harsh 
god and tolerates little in the way of non-believers. 
The Zealots, a state religious police, ensure that the 
faithful remain that way and the enemies of the 
faith are punished.

The extent of the Jiran Theocracy is not known 
even to their own citizens. Only the Trade System 
of Jira is known. The rest of the systems are kept 
secret and only a few in the government, who con-
trol all transport, and the pilots of the transports 
themselves know the coordinates of the other sys-
tems. This is the theme of the Theocracy. Secrets 
and intrigue run wild, but nothing is revealed to 
outsiders. 
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